KINEXT

GAS
ENGINES

ADVANCED STORAGE TECHNOLOGY TO OPTIMIZE ENERGY GENERATION, TRANSPORTATION, DISTRIBUTION AND USE

MANAGE SUDDEN SHIFTS IN POWER DEMAND WITH EASE
Gas engines are often the solution of choice to generate electricity in remote areas or in locations
with limited to no power available from the grid. However, gas engines can run into trouble in case
of sudden shifts in power demand due to limitations in the ramp rate. Examples are situations
where the power profile of the primary process has an unstable character or consists of a batch
process.
If a gas engine struggles to meet the changing power demand, adding KINEXT is a great
option. KINEXT has a very short response time and can follow the steep ramp rates of any
process. A hybrid system with a gas engine and KINEXT offers a robust power solution
that combines stability and a fast response. The additional power provided by KINEXT
helps to prevent generator trips and offers the start-up power for the gas engine. This
hybrid set-up truly combines the best of both worlds.

KINEXT ENERGY STORAGE
Technology 		
Capacity 		
Stand-By Loss 		
Power Capacity
Cycle Efficiency
Response Time
Lifetime 		
Footprint 		

Flywheel
30 kWh
7 %/hr
Modular, 0,1 – 1 MW
92 %
< 20 ms
20 years/1.000.000+ cycles
4 x 4 meters

APPLICATION EXAMPLE
•
•
•

A gas engine operates at a constant baseload to supply
electricity for daily operations.
KINEXT smoothens the steep ramp-up rate when the
demand side changes rapidly.
The Energy Management System controls the assets
and the seamless interaction between the gas
engine and KINEXT.

KINEXT uses proven flywheel technology to power scalable energy
storage solutions that increase operational efficiency. Whether its primary
application is peak shaving, increasing network stability and power quality,
or UPS: KINEXT saves costs by optimizing the grid connection demand and
efficiency, production uptime, equipment lifetime, residual energy recycling
while integrating sustainable sources and limiting on-site emissions.

KINEXT can be installed in a matter of weeks.
Would you like to know more? Contact our
team to discuss your application today.
Please call +31 (0)10 742 0840 or visit

S4-ENERGY.COM

